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Proof That Observatorial
Calculations Are Inconclusive

FIRST VISIBILITY OF THE LUNAR
CRESCENT: BEYOND DANJON’S LIMIT
—-By A. H. Sultan Physics Department,
Sana’a University, Yemen
(The Observatory, February 2007, 127, No
1, pg 53-59)
Many methods for predicting lunar first
visibility have been proposed throughout
history and new models are still being de-
veloped. All these models have to be com-
pared with the published observations to
test their validity. In this paper, we use our
photometric model to predict the naked-
eye first visibility of the lunar crescent.  We
find that an elongation of about
7.5° is the lowest naked eye visibility limit.
We also find that lunar crescent may be
seen with a suitable telescopic magnifica-
tion  and ideal local conditions when the
Moon is about 5° from the Sun. Conse-
quently, the thin lunar crescent may be
seen in a telescope even at new Moon

when the Moon is at its greatest inclina-
tion.’’
Question to an expert in the field
of Astronomy
Hi Martin, I am very interested in the
whole theory of conjunction and how it
manifests itself into the religious dimen-
sion. I would however steer clear of a
group discussion on this as far as i can and
to be able to gain some private insight from
you on the issue. I am interested in clarity
on your view given below about conjunc-
tion not being a ‘‘magical moment’’ as you
put it. Am I right to think that the strongly
held view that the crescent cannot be seen
immediately before conjunction or shortly
after it in good conditions by a trained
observer with perhaps a simple telescope,
is not as definite as people make out ?
There have been many instances when per-
fectly honest people have claimed to have
seen the crescent with the naked eye ei-
ther just before or just after conjunction. I
mean if someone climbs a mountain uses

a good telescope and the air is unpolluted,
would that allow early sighting? Your ad-
vice would be appreciated. What about
sighting claims from Saudi Arabia which
are often from semi desert areas with
hardly any light pollution and clean air?
Are these claims trustworthy?
The Answer;
My imagingexperiments demonstrate that
there can indeed be a crescent during con-
junction (depending on the elongation), I
intend to do intensive visual observation
during the next conjunctions and am try-
ing to train for these occasions, too. I also
have some ideas on how to improve the
telescopes used. Possibly, the limit of what
can be seen can be expanded somewhat,
compared to current known results, but I
don’t see reason to hope for a serious
breakthrough, such as required for naked
eye sighting during conjunction. Still, you
never know for sure till you try. Best re-
gards, Martin 
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